QUALITY ASSESSMENT. A HALLMARK OF QUALITY EDUCATION.
DATA CENTRAL  SCANNING SIMPLIFIED

Our scanning solution is designed to process exams and course evaluations administered in-class, at your institution’s testing services center, or at the department data center. A suite of Reports is automatically generated and emailed to instructors and students. Alternatively, you can use our InstructorTools web application for faculty access to scanned exams.

Our system architecture allows for multiple stations and scanners that interact with a single database. This uniquely positions DigitalDesk to satisfy the needs of large scale testing centers and Department/College based scanning installations.

WEBASSESS  ONLINE TESTING

Our online assessment solution is designed to process online exams and course evaluations administered in-class or at your institution's testing services department or other locations as directed by faculty. WebAssess also includes our InstructorTools exam management system.

INSTRUCTORTOOLS  EXAM RESULTS INSTANTLY

DigitalDesk InstructorTools provides an interface for faculty to manage their exams. InstructorTools utilizes your campus single sign-on architecture, such as CAS, LDAP, or other method, to access the data processed through DigitalDesk Solutions.

- Rescore exams, adding bonus points to all or to individual students
- Review student responses, make corrections to responses or demographic information and reassign student to different answer key
- Run reports (all or individual), release student score reports, produce customized report export
- Modify answer keys, point values, multiple correct responses, partial and bonus points

FEATURES

- Integrates with your campus’ student information system to streamline score sheet processing.
- An enterprise-class database engine that provides speed and capacity to perform real-time exam scoring, process course evaluations, and generate reports to assist in institutional research/evaluation accreditation programs.
- Simple, intuitive interface for managing answer keys.
- Supports Scantron, Opscan and Insight scanners.

REPORTS

- Answer Key analysis shows how the answer key was interpreted by the system.
- Comprehensive exam analysis include Standard Deviation, Cronbach’s Alpha, Point Biserial Correlation, Distractor Analysis, and more.
- Score Graph shows score distribution by individual class or combined for comparative analysis.
- Export to CSV for additional analysis and import into campus grade books.
- Automatically generates and distributes reports to instructors and students via email, saving time and printing costs.

DIGITALDESK, INC. IS AN AUTHORIZED RESELLER OF SCANTRON® SCANNING SOLUTIONS

FEATURES

- Answer Key analysis shows how the answer key was interpreted by the system.
- Comprehensive exam analysis include Standard Deviation, Cronbach’s Alpha, Point Biserial Correlation, Distractor Analysis, and more.
- Score Graph shows score distribution by individual class or combined for comparative analysis.
- Export to CSV for additional analysis and import into campus grade books.
- Automatically generates and distributes reports to instructors and students via email, saving time and printing costs.

REPORTS

- Answer Key Analysis Reports
- Comprehensive Exam Analysis
- Correct Response Frequency by Item
- Complete Roster Score Reports
- Individual Student Score Reports
- Export to CSV
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MULTI-MODAL

ONLINE

PAPER / PENCIL

REPORTS